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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Julián Pérez Gutiérrez has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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decoyín
DECOYON : It is short for : DWaiting the I INterno Coonoc. It is a non-profit association focused on naturist health
(www. saludnturista . es ) and towards holistic psychology Decoyin ( PhD ) ( https : //www . psicologiaholistica . es ),
from the rectories of the OUAS Universities (www. ouas . To. Its mission is to create master's school of teachers in the
area of alternative therapies (naturist health) and holistic psychology. Its founder and president is the 10 times PhD and
rector of the Universities, Dr.  Sc.  Julián Pérez Gutiérrez, with more than 36 years of studies, research and practice (
https : //www . saludnaturista . en/EQUIPO/President/ ) The training offered for free consists of videos and reflections
that are presented in : https : //www . Facebook. com/healthnaturist.

newsofismo
Technique for teaching for evolution; knowing and controlling the person I am. Based on the principles of ancient
Sophism origins that over time was diverted towards the power of control over others.

psicoholistica
Psychoholistic or Holistic Psychology: Therapeutic study on the involvement of the soul as a maker of the Spirit, with the
rest of the human facets and the environment (Creation). 

psicología holística
It is the psychology that deals with the 4 facets of the human being: emotions, mind, spirit reflected in the body as
somatization.  They are like the 4 cardinal points that guide us in the task of understanding the human being and its
manifestations.  It treats all facets that concern the human being, as an indivisible and inseparable unity for its
therapeutic treatment, becoming the body a mere notebook where by somatization the spirit expresses its needs for the
consciously become conscious and resolve to your extent. Holistic Psychology is a collection of 31 books by Dr.  Sc. 
Julián Pérez Gutiérrez, who, for more than 36 years, and from the Rectorate of the Universities OUAS and UNCEMA,
continues his studies, research and practice in this regard.

psicorecoherenciación
Therapeutic technique aimed at recovering psychic coherence, which the harmful experimentation alters in the deeper
areas (roots) of personality. When experiencing life it is called the Circuit of Life and is represented by the 9 Trinos
Decoyín Archetypes.  The facets of personality are represented by the 6 Decoyín Dual Archetypes. Learn more at www .
healthanaturist. Is

psicotóxico
They are the psychederites resulting from the assimilation of an experience, whether positive or negative. All
experiences generate psychodetrites and psychotoxics, just as all food generates debris that intoxicates if not properly
evacuated. Learn more in Dr. 36-year-old studies and research.  Sc.  Julián Pérez Gutiérrez Rector of the
UNIVERSITIes OUAS and UNCEMA : www . healthanaturist. https: //www . Facebook. com/healthnaturist.

salud naturista
Non-profit association that arises in Madrid (Spain), for research on the most effective Alternative Therapies (www.
saludnaturista . This association is called DECOYON, which is the abbreviation for DEpering to the I INterno
Coonocedor. Its founder and President is the Rector of the Universities OUAS and UNCEMA, Dr.  Sc.  Julián Pérez
Gutiérrez, who has been studying, researching and praxis in this type of therapy for more than 84 books written, to train
his students and followers ( https : //www. saludnaturista .


